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Grammatical Notes-
A Com anion to Introducin Litera Arabic

Preface

This Volume II is designed as a companion to Vo)ume I,Introducing
Literary Arabic . It follows Beginning Arabic as one of the series to
present Arabic as a living language. The Companion provides in some
detail the basic grammatical explanations which the learner of Arabic
needs at the first level.

In constructing these explanations due attention has been paid to
contrastive analysis and the specific problems of the English speaker
learning modern Arabic.

By modern Arabic here we refer to the formal variLy as used by
contemporary writers. It is assumed that while this form of Arabic bears
close affinity with old "classical Arabic", its usage is much influenced
by the spoken not only in vocabulary but in idiom and to some extent in
structure. Thus wherever helpful reference is made to what Arabs
actually use, however different this may be from traditional usage.

With the exception of the first each unit is provided with related
grammatical notes, paradigms, and illustrations. The'rules' given are
intended to make explicit the general underlying structure.

Needless to say, It is only with constant practice that these'rules'
can be internalized and language mastery achieved. For this reason the
student is urged to do as many of the exercises included as possible.

S.A.H.
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Text: page 4

INTRODUCING LITERARY ARABIC

Unit I

Grammatical Notes

PERSONAL PRONOUNS (I)

In Arabic, there are two sets of personal pronouns:

Independent and Appended:

A. Independent Pronouns

Person Gender Number

Singular

i L..A
Dual Plural

07--..'''d
.711r-

1

r----:".

2 f. You
-
la..-.7A loo....

.....0

"q.

3 m. He 5---lb

.

1--.4.-Cb

3 f. She 1.....elb
(Jr-,

Remarks:

1. The pronouns 1.10 and 1..t° if followed by a definite

article, e.g. J1, the sukun changes to a dammah.

Example: They are Arabs.

2. A pronoun may serve as:

a. an emphasis marker

Example: You (m.pl.) go out

He hit me!

3

"

H; (p)
(0) 0-,Lis1-; 9-1°
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b. a subject in a verbless sentence

Example: She (is) a student. Lvit,

c. part of a definition question or an interrogative pattern.
-4

Example: Who are you (m.s.)? t ce

What is Damascus? Le' to

d. copula in a verbless sentence; in this case the pronoun

resolves the ambiguity in the pattern

Example: Beautiful Beirut/Beirut is the Beautiful
V

J 1

Beirut is the Beautiful. (unambiguous)

e. part of special expressions

Example: "O.K."

B. Appended Pronouns or Pronominal Suffixes

With nouns

I
tti-J ..15*

Person

Suffix-Singular Suffix-Dual I Suffix-Plural

Number

1 -i: -na: L-:-P:1:15

2 m. -k aL:f5 -kuma: W.L.a..6
,

-kum fS

2 f. -ki 4.4..-.11:15 -kuma: trii:eL6 -kunna tS

3 m. -u ',ALAS -hums; 14..a.6 -hum LSr-tt -

3 f. -ha: 1..2:04 -huma: lay'.. -hurna .11.._./LS

With Verbs

1 -ni: -na: f

2 m.
.

411 -kula: 145 -kum
. --

2 f. -ki -kuta: 14;5.4. - kunna,,;,

3 m. -a(h)
..-

-humat 10.3b7c...:1 -hum
.,

rz
3 f. -aha: -huma.

.
A -hunna



With Prepositions

1 -ya qr-is
-na: 1.1.4.1i.

2 m. -ka. 11.L. -kuma' 1. -kum

2 f. -ki (IL:4:s. -kuma; LS ::1C -kunna c" ...:ic.

3 m. -hi 6-...3.1 -hima: 1.1,...2.1; -him ibl--;6:

3 f. -ha: li.-4.1:: -hima; Li,4s -hinna 17)1.-.4j.C.

Remarks:

1. If the form ends with yaa?, this yaa? is doubled with l.s.

pronoun suffix.

Example: noun uF4 "my chair"; uoLS "my book"
- a

me ";me""for"cdprep. O
"in me

2. The pronunciation of the /haa?/ pronominals is /hi/ if

preceded by kasra or /i-/; otherwise, it is /hu/.

Example: 'a.1 "to him"; Al "by him";14..4 "in their book"

3. One-syllable forms with short vowels ending with nuun double

the nuun with l.s. pronoun suffix.

-Example: noun "my age"
.1117-s.

prep. "from me"

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (II)

This-These

Case

Plural Dual Singular

M. F. M. F. M. F.

Nom. ,,Vsn
i

...c)13...z

.1

1 .3.30

.

o J.J1b

Acc.
...

! 4.tb 0 )1.pb
p.1.

,___ . ,CAPA 1 IA 0 Itb

Gen. 3.'.c:-)

.,,.

...` )13.31+

..1

(LIT!

.... ,

..i4L 1 jub o :Ltb
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That-Those

Case

Plural Dual Singular

M. F. M. F. M. F.

Ncm. Lti_13"15 atY.1 -ol; I .5 abb. di.1 .1 al::

Acc. 491 4'91 -4:;j 4-; alj 4
Gen. k..1. 51 at:151 41:i -ale,, al) i all

Remarks:

1. Arabic demonstratives can be replaced by pronouns

Example: Who are they?

2. Demonstratives are used as subjects:

Example: This is a student (m.). ...LA)
IV

These are students (f.).

Compare: This is a student. lb I asb

This student tj':%'J I ...ub

This is the student. LJ IL 1 5..tb I asb

This is a city.

This city.

This is the city.

These are students (f.).

These students

These are the students.

These are two students.

These two students.

These are the two students.

A,. /

d

L.; .14.1 I a asb

. . . d

Note: The personal pronoun 5ab in this pattern and similar patterns
is used as a 'copula'.
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3. Compare: This is your(m.pl.) hook.

This book of yours

This is Ramsis.

This Ramsis is a king,

7

rS___AS Lire
.

1.:ub

t
..*Audi Jab

Lyewid:O.)



UNIT II

Introducing Literary Arabic

Tape: Laboratory Handbook (available on request)

Additional Grammatical Notes

The Verb (?al-fi e1)

FORM I: PERFECT

PATTERN 3 1,j2.1; PATTERN 2 U....1.1.; PATTERN 1
.

I

P

R

C

T

Jtj__:.

Patterns of Form I

a. Most Arabic verb forms are based on Form I. Form I in the imperfectlis

written in three different systems of pronunciation; the middle radical

may have a /fatha/, a /kasra/, or a /damma/ but the first radical always

has a fatha.

b. Verbs of Form I may be transitive or intransitive in use.

c. The /fatha/, representing the vowel sound /-a-/ following the second radical

is found in many transitive as well as intransitive verbs.

Examples: to beat

to write

to go out



Unit II

d. The /kasra/ and the /damma/ give the verb an intransitive character.

The difference between these two diacritics is that the /kasra/

page

often indicates a temporary state or condition, or accidental quality in

persons or things.

Examples: to become glad

to become sad

The /damma/ in

Examples:

7

may indicate a permanent state or a mtural quality.

to become beautiful

to grow

A MODEL OF VERB CONJUGATION

PATTERN I

(1)
Imperfect Perfect Pronoun

you (m.s.)

you (f.s.)

he, it

she, it

you (d.)

they (d.m.)

they (d.f.)

we

you

you

(m. P)

(fp.)

they (m.p.)

L;1

(1) The future tense is formed by prefixing the connected or the separate
. 0

to the imperfect tense form of the verb.
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A Model of Verb Conjugation (continued)

Pattern I

Imperfect Perfect Pronoun

they (f.p.) (1)

The following is an example of conjugation . "to go out", one of the

verbs that occurs in the reading passage. Follow the form for the

"perfect" and LI----Ajy for the "imperfect":

General Remarks

a. The conjugation of Form I, in its three patterns shows certain regularities

which should be mastered.

b. The "tashkil" system of vocalization as it appears in this form is very

important.

c. Perfect Suffixes

1.s. -tu l.p.

2.s.m. -ta
2.d. -tuma:

2.s.f. -ti

3.s.m. (base)
3.d.m. -a:

3.s.f. -at 3.d.f. . -a ta:

2.p.

3.p.m.

3.p.f.

-na:

-tuma

-tum

-tunna

(1) Notice that l.p. and 3.f.p. are similar in pronunciation though different

in writing.

10
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Unit II

Perfect Suffixes (continued)

3. s.m. (base)

page 9

3.d.m. -a; 3p.m. -tum

3.s.f. -at 3.d.f. -ata: 3.p.f. -tunna

Imperfect Prefixes and Suffixes

1.s. ?a- 1.p. na-

:z.s.m. ta- 2.p.m. ta- -u:na

2.d. ta- -a:ni
2. s.f . ta- ,... -i :n a 2.p.f. ta- -na

3. s.m. ya- 1.d .m. ya- -a :ni 3.p.m. y- -u:na

3. s . f. ta- 3.d.f. ta- -a:ni 3.p.f. y- -na

d. The following are some of the verbs parallel to :

Imperative Imperfect Perfect

go . t-e.tb

break: ;,.,S14.

go out

look! ..11Zi

defeat!' _&'

.

beat! 4,,,r!

( 151, ) C.rjb S Igo' (1)

'break' (2)

ce) 'go out' (3)

( ) 'look' (4)

44; "5_,../b 'defeat' (5)

'beat' (6)

e. The Arabic perfect may be translated into English past or present perfect

e.g.
A.;:i 1 'Lsi ,'1:4:tt, .3

may mean I went to the school.

or I have gone to the school.

f. The vowels of the verb in the "imperfect" may be different from those of

the "perfect" form. For example? the first verb follows the pattern J.Z.

in the "perfect", in the "imperfect"; whereas the third verb

11



Unit II page 13

has the pattern,
.

in the "perfect",

0

in the "imperfect".

The imperative is based on the imperfect stem: (see Unit III notes)

Imperative Imperfect

(For further discussion see Wright, p. 61 .#88)

PATTERN II OF FORM I

to be glad or joyful

Imperfect Perfect

I %eri
I 0 o'

C
201.

.1/

12

Pronouns
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Imperfect

PATTERN III OF FORM I

to grow up

Perfect

a, e

Pronoun



UNIT III

Grammatical Notes

Although verb forms denote specific meanings, usage largely determines

change in some verbs more than in others.

Verb Form II

In this unit the student finds the second form of Arabic verbs.

1. Formation

The second form is derived from the first form by simply doubling the second

radical in Pattern I form I. The sign of doubling is the "shadda", and thus

it becomes:

Imperfect Perfect

yuC1aC2C2iC3

)ti--4,744

C
1
aC

2
C
2
aC

3

2. Meaning

a. Form II often implies causative action, intensity, or an act which is done

repeatedly.

Examples:

Form II Form I

make someone write; dictate z.:..115

smash

massacre

write

break

kill

b. The second form may convey the making or doing of the thing expressed

by the noun or adjective from which it is derived.

14



Unit III

Examples:

pitch a tent

cause

make easy

discredit, deny

a tent

a cause, reason

easy

lie

a /

page 13

3. Verbs that are intransitive in Form I become transitive in Form II

Examples:

Form II Form I

4

I

"I made the boy happy."

I

gladden

I

C.)-3

make ... leave g1: .;_;..

"I made the boy leave."

..1..13.1

/

. Verbs that are transitive

Examples:

teach

"I.taught him the lesson."
d,

fdLe)

"The boy was happy with the book."

-7- US) 1! "C_ 7-4

be glad

leave

"The boy went out."

'ti;-1

in the first form take two objects in Form Ii.

make carry
"'

Verb Form :1:1-.1.:J1 '624111;-;:
][

1. Formation

"I de him carry the book."

(to load)

IImperfect

yuC
1
a:C

2
iC

3

know

"I learned the news."

carry

"The boy carried the book."

15

Perfect

Cla:C2aC3

SL-4



Unit III page 14

In this form the vowel sound between the first two radicals is lengthened

t /-a:-/ which is indicated in writing by /?alif/.

2. Meaning

This form modifies the meaning of Form I in the following ways:

a. Form III often expressed reciprocity, that is, action shared by two

persons. The reading text of this unit includes verbs of this form.

Examples:

Form III Form I

to correspond with ,;S; to write

sit and talk with someone;t3J1_. sit C-.1>

entertain

b. Form III is often transitive when the related Form is intransitive.

Examples:

Form III (trans.) C
1
a:C2aC

3
Form I (intr.)

to correspond with L.:.; LS to write to 'JI
r.

a_3
(y .

Ali corresponded with the teacher. Ali wrote to the teacher.

, 1

1_11J Ls t (5.","

Ali entertained the teacher. Ali sat with the teacher.

Liu J i_:4J 1 trolc J e°
Imperative' "

1. Formation

III

C
1
a:C

2
iC

3

II I

C
1
aC
2
C
2
iC3

16

?vC C vC
1 2 3

(v - vowel deter-
mined by the
imperfect stem,
?u - if the middle
radical is followed
by - u; otherwise it
is ?1-)



Unit III

Examples:

WRITE!

2 s.m.

2 s.f.

2 d.

2 p.m.

1II

15..L.:.. 6

II I

page 15

Verb Form IV

1. Formation

This form is made by prefix'ng the syllable /?a-?/, indicated in writing by

/?alif/. It has the same form as that of some colors (m.) and comparatives.

Imperfect Perfect

yuC.CfliC
3

?aC1C2aC3

Meaning

a. Depending on usage both second and fourth forms of a verb may be causative.

They may have similar or different meanings.

Examples:

Form IV Form II Form I

he informed iAl he taught he knew

he was on strike he shook, blended (4...y.b

he was kind or "1
good to someone

approach, arrive

ti

he improved
(something)

he kissed

he made someone he recited
hear

te..A41

I learned the news.
;

I taught the student Arabic.°Tm.,AJI 1'1,1-hJI 1:11;

tit ' o

he hit

,_I G

'

he, it looked
good

he admitted,
accepted

he heard



Unit III page 16

I informed the President of the news.

b. Form IV comprises a great number of noun-derived verbs which are

intransitive. Arabs often regard as an "act" what English speaking

people view as a "state".

Examples:

Form IV Nouns

put forth leaves
L90 leaves; foliage; paper ,369

bear fruit fruit -

to rain rain

blossom, flourish lb flowers

Verb Form V

1. Formation

Form V is derived by prefixing /ta-/ to Form II.

Imperfect Perfect

yataCiaC2C2aC3 taC1aC2C2aC3

2. Meaning

a. In addition to its intensiveness, Form V has a reflexive character

denoted by /ta-/. Compared with Form II, Form V simply expresses the

resulting action. When translated -into English, it may be rendered in

the passive voice.

Examples:

Form V Form II

learn; be educated teach

receive '12t give deliver 'PL-L

"I taught the student At=abic." t:;.4lk11

. . -

"The student learned Arabic." 4LbLii r_1AL

18



Unit III page 17

Form V

become an Arab

be broken into pieces

be formed or composed

Form II

Arabize

smash

form or compose

b. When derived from a noun, Form V may convey the quality of the noun.

Examples:

Form V Noun

to become daring
like a lion

a:L.1i lion

to become cunning tiger

like a tiger

c. In some cases, the reflexive feature of Form V is not obvious.

Form V Form II

(la) to be acquainted to introduce (someone)
(with someone)

(lb) to recognize,:? 6 -» to define, give a
identify definition

t-9 rs

L
W

-;

Notice that the reflexive in Arabic is to be distinguished from the

English passive. The passive voice ususally indicates that an agent

is the cause of action, whereas the Arabic reflexive implies no such

agent.

Verb Form VI

1. Formation

/ta-/ is prefixed to the perfect of Form III

Imperfect Perfect

yataCia:C2aC3 ta-C1a:C2aC3

2. Meaning

a. Form III, as mentioned before, conveys the idea of effort or reciprocity,

but when changed to Form VI it conveys both reciprocal and reflexive

action. If the verb in Form III is transitive its related Form VI

19
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Unit III

becomes intransitive.

Examples:

Form VI

The two friends corresponded (with

page 18

Form III

The girl corresponded with her boy

67:

friend. L41 lSeach other)

The two friends met.

c)Lie .143.J1

b. Form VI may express pretense.

Form VI

The man pretended to weep.

'

The mother pretended to be ill.
. ,

)11 - L

The girl met her boy friend.

LitJ

Form I

The man wept.

The mother became ill.

c. Form VI includes certain verbs of the reflexive associated with God's

name.

Example:

(God who) is blessed and exalted (above all) 'al L.-R4 ,.)."

3. Reciprocal actions usually require two parties or more. Using Form VI

may imply "one another" or'bne after the other".

Examples:

"The leaves fell (one after the other)." .31.911 L"6.3

"People greeted (each other)." 1 Ly,' L.L1 I

Verb Form VII

1. Formation

Form VII is made by prefixing /?in-/ written JV to Form I. (1)

(1) In fact the radical /n/ J , with a suku:n, "j il is the original prefix.
The /?i-/ lois added just to facilitate pronunciation because it is difficult
41, A...-0.4r to nroonnora twro ronaarot-41,p ronaonanta initially.

20



Unit III

Imperfect Perfect

?inCiaC2aC3yanC
1
aC

2
iC

3

page 19

2. Meaning

Form VII denotes reflexive action but never assumes reciprocity. It is

often translated into English passive.(1)

Examples:

Form VII Form I

. -

was broken break

. -

was beaten beat 47-

was heard I

tj"--""!
hear et7"'"

3. Compare Forms V and VII.

VII V

Passivity Intensity or reflexive action

"The door was broken" "The door was smashed"

"The boy was recognized" "The boy got acquainted with the girl"

Verb Form VIII

1. Formation

1 Li;J I ;;-;:l

Imperfect Perfect

yaCitaC2iC3 ?iC1taC2aC3

Form VIII is derived from Form I, by inserting the infix /-ta-/

between the first and second radicals. Thus, it becomes `L A'9 But,

as in Form VII, it is difficult to pronounce the first radical because of

the two consecutive consonants initially. An /?i-/ i is therefore prefixed

(1) It may be interesting to note that in colloquial (Cairene) Arabic this form
is used rather than the passive form; thus is used rather than
to express the idea of "being broken".

21



page 20

to it and the final form becomes

2. Meaning

a. Form VIII may express the reflexive meaning of Form I.

Examples:

Compare: Form VIII Form I

The professor met with the students. The professor brought
the students together.

b. This form can also convey the idea of reciprocity. In this case it

may express the same meaning as Form VI.

Example:

Form VIII

4:x.1.1.11 j=31

The people fought each other.

c. In some instances Form VIII may be similar to V.

Form VIII

The boy received the book.

d. In some cases usage is different.

Examples:

Form VIII

Form VI

, -
Lk;Le

Form V

Form V

The president opened the factory. The doors were opened.

(inaugurated) . , W ..
"4"11 Le'e75.ri1 C.""a;!;

z
I

(Notice the verb in Form VIII may become transitive)

Verb Form IX

1. Formation

Imperfect Perfect

yaC1C2aC3C3 tfrstia ?iC1C2aC3C3
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Form IX is derived from Form I by doubling the third radical. To facilitate

pronunciation it is prefixed with /?i-/ written 1

2. Meaning

This form expresses qualities, colors, and defects.

Examples:

The sky became red. gla..J 1
. -

The tree (became) bent.
711_1....:1J 1

Verb Form X

1. Formation

Imperfect Perfect

, -:- -
yaStaC1C2iC3 j...-Ail-..../ ?iStaC1C2aC3 j_...A.m.a__. 1,

Form X is formed by prefixing /?ista-/ written t.:....-.1,15 to Form I. Again,

the /?i-/ t is added for the same reason as in Forms VII and VIII, namely,

to facilitate pronunciation. The first radical t--9 of Form I takes a "sukun"

instead of a "fatha".

Examples:

The President met the Ambassador. -% )i1

10-4 *rj,They use our book.

2. Meaning

, 0,
Form X gives Form IV, the reflexive character.

Examples:

Form X Form IV
, 0

-
seek information; inquire ri_aa....1 inform f'61

receive, welcome -J.:110...11 arrive, approach

0

extract (e.g. metals from make someone leave, take cri,..1

mines) something out

23



UNIT V

Grammatical Notes

Relative Pronouns

Connecting Non-Verbal Sentence Patterns.

Notice how the following two simple sentences are connected.

(1) This L.; a student. . ( )

0
(2) The name of the student is Mohamad.

.

401,1

(3) This is a student whose name is Mohamad. lab (r)oumNso

, -
(4) This is the student whose name is Mohamad. 4-111 Li2.11 3..c5 ( t )

The patterns (5) and (5b) are simple sentence patterns.

. IL11.11 1,ua (0 )(5) This student's name is Mohamad.

(5b) The name of t: is student is Mohamad. . Lub 1 1

0"°

Connecting Verbal Sentence Patterns

Notice how the two simple sentences are connected.

(6) The girl student is learning Arabic.

(7) I've met the girl student.

1.10-$dea. I 1.J,

(8) I've met the girl student who is learning Arabic
'a° r

(9) The girl student I've met is learning Arabic. -,
W I 'I'

( i t y l , 4 . . 1 o e j ..J1

.
04)

a,
(1)

( )

( A )

o4)..6.J I (

(10) I've met a girl student (who is) learning Arabic.

.4.1 ( . )

Remarks:

1. Relative pronouns are inflected in the dual for nominative /-a:n/ .1

and for the accusative or genitive /-ayn/
.

2. There are two sets: The first set (A) is the more commonly used in

contemporary writing but the second often occurs in religious texts.
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Unit V

A.

B.

Sin

s.f.

nom. d.m.

acc. dm

or gen.

pronominal suffix + etc. Ito 1...w- -

, -
,...)111,11 p.m.
.

11 p. f .

page 23

w ,r .
e.g. . u3 I., 11 J 1.

We worship Thee and seek They support.

3. Relative pronouns must agree with antecedent in number, gender and case.

4. Non-human objects are referred to as singular feminine.

e.g.

These are the books that I have read.

5. who which, that
$ ; ' . ' 0

1..._(,:;19. ilIC...46:11 .1, o.aib

Number Feminine Masculine
.....-

.

Singular ..:, __J I
('"7-1

Dual nom. 0 *L-:-1-1# 1
0 I .1--.11 i

" 4:
t t acc. and gen. -.1.11

(..)e

Plural LI!fil / UP5'11 / 1-" Ve;:1-:-J1

Remarks:

1. Relative pronouns follow a definite antecedent and agree in number, gender

(a subject marker), and case (nominative and accusative or genitive).

Examples:

The boy who entered the mosque was a student. (m.)

tp1.11 :411

The girl who arrived at the airport is Nadya.

Li..11 I.:L.4

The two girls who arrived at the airport are my sisters.

. Ls Le-CO ;t12-.4.11W --;; c)L-li 1 017.10

25
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Indeed the two girls who arrived at the airport are my sisters.

Lose 11,..:.110

The people who are in the mosque are Muslims.

A c ,

The girls who went to Cairo were students.

page 24

vz.t-tAt-6 c:-:--5).1f.6- L5-1 Li.11%

2. Arabic relative pronouns do not follow indefinite antecedents. Consequently,

when the antecedent is indefinite the relative clause follows without a

relative pronoun.

Examples:

A boy who took off his shoes entered. . oat e.14.

.1

Boys who took off their shoes entered. J )61

j--;A boy whom Mark knows, entered. ..4;

3. A relative clause may include a resumptive pronoun. J4L..;L.11 I

Examples:

The student whose brother wrote the book went out.

e
L. 16..)

The student whom Nadia met went out.

The student whose sister Nadia met, went out.

The student whom Nadia welcomed, went out.

. ,411;,A1 -6>

"a;

aJlyd.; -

The student with whose sister Nadia entered, went out.

. "4;6 444 daiv

4. Resumptive pronouns are sometimes omitted when relative nouns introduce

relative clauses:

Examples:

7114,. 4c 1,...2t. T
, -

. List,
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or

This is what I have written.

The use of Cr-A

Examples:

page 25

, . .

Mark saw what pleased him. (things) 0..N.)--; tI3 Lts

Mark got acquainted with those whom he met. (people) urls
Ar

.

III the use of Cel

C,Ois a stem to which pronominal suffixes are appended. However, its use

is limited to

a. religious texts

Examples:

We worship Thee

and we beseech Thee

$ 4:041

Lt.(
-,9

me 12.4

you (s.m.)

(s.f.)
5)1411f

f
him 6 L%

her UCLA

you (dual) LAIS. Le

You (pl. m.)

You (pl. f.)

them (dual)

27
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them (pl. m . )

them (pl. f.)

b. expressions of warning.

e.g. Don't touch that boy.

c. informal expressions

e.g. "The same boys".

28

page 26

I t L 4S ,11
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Unit VI

Grammatical Notes

I. Prepositions and Adverbial Particles: Arab grammarians list at least 20

prepositions. Among the most common prepositions and adverbial particles

are the following given with some of their basic meanings:

to, toward, until

on, to

about
-

, 0

around, about

under, below

,

since /

except 1._0

from, of

with

in, at

at, by

above, up

until

One-letter particles to be joined to the word following it:

with, by means of, in

like, as

for, to, of

Prepositions and adverbial particles form idiomatic expressions with verbs

and nouns:

Examples:

arrive at be afraid oft;tt...0.L*
, ,

( LO1 ) kj--4',

look at ';/1 °LC

. ,

1 t--
_0 ..

in Arabic learn of the newsil.i.,A, Js.
is-tvJ 1-:,
. .

before 1 1.,

J. Cr-1
on Friday O.r.41>j1 ci.; Lig,

at/by night j_,...11° L welcome him
, -

by God o.-..-11.t

29

.
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Particle + Noun
-

quickly

slowly ",

carefully

A. Prepositions with nouns:

The noun following a preposition is always in the genitive case

(i.e. ending with a 'kasra' except with diptotes, which end with

'fatha'). Notice the assimilation in pronunciation. (e.g. /?ilalbayti/

Examples:

in the house

1

with the girl

to the city o -1.11 'al

from Egypt (diptote)

on the table
%""! CJ1 'L51

B. Prepositions combine with pronominal suffixes to form words. For

example, "with him" is expressed as drALA

with him

with her

4asa *

with them (dual)

,
with them (m. pl.)

with them (f. pl.)

with you (m.s.)

I. with you (f.s.) Lt1--......a.,-

with you (dual) 65_;;
. ,

with you (plural)
,,

I
with me

t4--;A'-'

with us l___;.:1:

* Note: Thee of these suffixes changes to e when the final letter
(-a))

of the preposition is or or '(.5 (as in the cases of /(311/ Viand

30
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Moreover, if the final letter of the preposition is ?alif magsurah' 6.0%

this letter changes to t (with a sukiin) pronounced as a diphthong /-ay-/

when used with any of the pronominal suffixes:

* Note that when the first person singular pronominal suffix is attached to a

preposition ending in Is or 14, th9fya:?/gets a gadda. Thus ?ilayya,

fi: 4-4 fiyya. Except for 2.d. and 2.p.m. when pronominal suffixes are

attached to nouns ending with kasrah or damma the vowel of the pronoun suffix

also changes. Thus nouns ending with damma or fatha are followed by damma;

otherwise it is followed by kasrah.
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II. Verb Forms

A. Form V.

1. Formation: Form V is derived by prefixing the syllable ta- to

Form II.

Form II - perfect Form V - perfect

ClaC2C2aC3

Using the model verb 'faela':

Form II - perfect

taC
1
aC

2
C
2
aC 3

Form V - perfect

2. Meaning: In addition to its intensiveness, Form V has a reflexive

character. Form V expresses the state into which the object of

the action denoted by Form II is brought by the action as its

effect or result. When translated into English it is often rendered

in the passive voice.

Example:

Form I

Form II

Form V

3. Principal Parts of Form V.

Passive Participle

WJ
4-9 Jew

to know

to know

to teach ..r/ a

- to introduce (i.e. causative; to
make someone know
someone or something).

to learn; to be educated

.1 to become acquainted with someone.

Active Participle Masdar

W

, ,

L9

riaZ

32

Imperative

°J.116:11;

L9 J.AZ
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Imperfect Perfect

10

B. Form VI.

1. Formation: Form VI is derived by prefixing the syllable ta-

to Form III.

Form III - perfect Form VI - perfect

C
1
a:C

2
aC

3

Using the model verb fa ala:

taC
1
a:C

2
aC

3

Form III - perfect Form VI - perfect

1/41L 'LL.a.,

2. Meaning:

a. Form III conveys the idea of effort of reciprocity, but when

changed to Form VI it conveys both reciprocal and reflexive

action. No object is necessary.

Example:

Form III: l..S to correspond with, write to someone.

The girl wrote to her boyfriend.

Form VI: to correspond with one another.

. -
tie L..; D.The two friends wrote to each other.

b. Form VI may express the pretension of an act:

Form I: The mother became ill.

Form VI: The mother pretended to be ill.
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c. Form VI includes certain verbs of the reflexive associated with

God's name.

Example:

(God who) is blessed and exalted ( above all). LL._;; :t1

3. Principal Parts of Form VI

Passive participle Active participle Masdar Imperative

Imperfect Perfect

See Units II, III.

III. Verb Tenses: The most commonly used verb tenses in Arabic are as follows.

A. The Perfect Tense (t.F.-04.11) which indicates that the action has

been completed. Without a time word the action may be translated into

the English "present perfect".

Examples:

I have seen the pyramid.

or

Yesterday I saw the pyramid.

3

'13

1. If the perfect is preceded by the particle, ,A_jor initial

it implies with additional certainty that the act has been completed.

It may also imply that the action has been completed prior to the

statement.

Examples:

(Indeed), I have seen the pyramid. (i.e. with certainty).

Your friend has (just) arrived.

34
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Your daughter (just) left.

page 33

2. If the perfect is preceded by the verb ka:na, the English

translation is rendered by the past perfect.

Example:

IS o
( '13 :"J 69 Lr-1 t1-1

"The student saw the pyramid which he had heard (lit.: and he

had heard) about in America.

3. The perfect may also be preceded by ka:na'L)trwith the particle

'clad' interposed between the two. In this case, the meaning is

again in the past perfect.

Example:

e . . .I
I

I had travelled to Egypt; I then saw the pyramid.

B. The Imperfect Tense (the prefixed form) indicates that the action

has begun but is not yet complete. The time of the action may be

present of future.

1. Standing alone (with no verb particles) the imperfect may express

either continuous or habitual action.

Examples:

I am watching the pyramid now.

Every day I see the pyramid.

2. The future may be expressed using the imperfect and a time word

as fnllows:

a. Standing alone, with the future indicated by the context:
,

,

r;/JI JJOL_ZI I

Tomorrow I will see the pyramid.

35
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b. By prefixing the letter to the imperfect verb:

,
Tomorrow I will see the pyramid. ..1s!Am_41_... I

c. Or, by placing the independent particle Lj; ....before the

imperfect verb.

Tomorrow I will see the pyramid.

Note: The particles sawfa and sa have the effect of making the futurity of

the action more definite.

3. The imperfect may also be preceded by the particle 'clad'

When this occurs a degree of uncertainty is introduced:

Tomorrow I may see the pyramid.
. ,

11A.-.41

4. When the imperfect is preceded by the verb tDu the meaning past,

habitual or continuous action is implied.

He used to see the pyramid every day. L t. 71,J1 306

The President used to study at the American University. Or
The President was studying at the American University.

IV. The Negative Particles:

The following particles may be used to negate the verb:

A. The particle L, may be used to negate a verb in either the perfect

or the imperfect. If ma: is used with a verb in the imperfect, the

verb remains in the indicative case and the time expressed is the

habitual or continuous present.

I do not drink coffee. Or,
I am not drinklag coffee.

, ,
.).9-___Ltai I



I. Use of joa-t

UNIT VII

Grammatical NOtes

A. Meaning: some, some of, a part of, each other.

B. Patterns with 04"----A-f

1. It is often used in construct with the genitive of a plural or

a collective and occasionally with a singular form.

Examples:

Some of the students saw the pyramids in Egypt.
,

e P

43 7j5 Lj:IX-C.I JSIe ai;-11 lS

The boy used to eat some cake in every house he visited.

2. It may also be used with a pronominal suffix.
4 e

-9 $

I j 11, j_S
C)

He ate the cake and some of it was delicious.

3. Note the use of the Idiom ( k..0:14-11 ) e° "with each other"

They exchanged visits with each other all day.

4. Sometime: some of the time.

II. Use of

A. Meaning: whenever, as often as. This form should be distinguished

from t. 3.-S "all that..."

B. Usage: Although it is often followed by the perfect, the time expressed

may be non-past. The use of ka:n would render it definite past.

Ch;
Whenever he entered (or "enters") a house, he ate (or "eats") cake.

38
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o

1.2_1" j_st
He used to eat cake whenever he entered a house.

or

page 37

c:11 _ Lrb cd !

Whenever he travels to Cairo, he sees the pyramids.

2. In modern usage for repetitive or habitual action, the imperfect

may be used.

re . *

Whenever one says, "ahlan wa sahlan", the other one says,

"'ahlan bik".

,

III. Use of the particles ILI.; (after), j.1.1; (before), and -1--js. (at)

with verbs.

A. These particles can function as conjuctions (with verbal clauses)

only if followed by le or (Di Otherwise a noun or verbal noun

must be used instead of the verb.

B. With
0.

-L....A.1 the imperfect or perfect tense is usually used and the

particle may be either or

go ), i ,

J1 A9),.!

After he visits his friends, he returns home.

r .0

i--;)"6; ;"ai 1. In aa1.1

After he had visited his friends, he returned home.,

14t; 71-41 C.)
,tea.:

J
,

1 4"7"i ?A),

C. With.j_4i, the imperfect is more often used.

L. :111

Before going to Aswan. hP Ct,ir14 ,1 itc

0
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D. may be used with either the perfect or the imperfect. It is

used only with . The conjunction L ...1-:,Phas the meaning of "when"

and serves to introduce a dependent clause.

When he visited Egypt, he saw the pyramidatij_cbl rex:, )1) 1.0J.:..c

- ::.) 1:0

When Bassam travels to Cairo, he visits his friend.
, ),

,sal
j'eelL9j1 Ud1 r"Al

IV. Use of j..;:". / jt.i,..1 (fem.
21.--e-0 );

j_111 (fem.(57..1i..)
,

A. )_,0 is usually used as the first member of a construct phrase and

has the meaning of "the last or end of...."

At the end of the year.
( Ltb)%r )

At the end of the month.

This is the last hour.

(
)

j_iir 0_4

(The pattern may also refer to the latest news
or "stop press", or to the magazine by that name).

act. J__;>1 't4e,

B. j_e_4_1 (fem. is used as an adjective and therefore follows

the noun and agrees with it in gender and definiteness.

In the last month

the last days

the last hour

40
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C. Qu.:61; plural

page 39

m.pl. CI974-' fem. pl. 1:-'te..?-4"-1 )

This word is, in the singular, a diptote and follows the noun agreeing

with it in gender and definiteness (although if the noun is indefinite,

*
then f . will also be indefinite but without nunation.

The other boy

Another boy

The other girl

Another girl

My other friends

The other girls

The other girls

The other men

The other men

Note: Idiomatic use with independent pronouns

He, too
Zy

"jb

/
*

1.1).>. )11 c:A.'..1.J

iltz:14.11

§ ,..)13.1 I

V. Uses ofet..-...:s and is as follows:

A. In construct with another noun.

1. If the second member of the construct phrase is a definite noun

in the singular the phrase has the meaning of "all of the..."

All day (lit: all of the day)
f;r4.\ 3$

The whole university (lit: all of the university) G.11 jS
Note: In this sense, tirf,-2.- is rarely used. A variation of this pattern is

when the noun is followed by with the antecedent pronoun attached

to the latter.

The whole university (lit: The university, all of it). L-11 .ii--A-01>J1

2. If the second member of the construct phrase is a definite noun in

the plural, then the phrase has the meaning of allof the members

of that group of things.

41
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All the books.

All the boys.

page 40

.;)15" I is
3. If the second member of the construct phrase is an indefinite noun

in the singular, the phrase has the meaning of "every" or "each".

This construction is often used with time expressions.

Every boy

Every day f;; JS.

..:Every year 41 4-eL

Note: As an adverb of time, the first member of these construct phrases is acc.

with a fatha.

B. and 1,15 may also stand alone, usually with the definite

article, or a pronoun suffix.

All of them came/Everyone came. .9
3j1 lY

/
(same)



I. Use of .

Grammatical Notes

(because):

A. It may be followed by a pronoun.

Examples:

Third person masculine a, t c +

First person
w

B. It may be followed by a substantive in the accusative case. Contrast:

He didn't go by car because the mosque was near.

1.. , 11 i_s.

with

He didn't go by car because it was near.

Note: The form 71 cannot be

distinguished from

II. Comparative and Superlative:

4-1 j. aitev"" '7'11 r"

followed directly by a verb. It should be

"to, that", and V
it II if II

A. Formation: For both comparative and superlative (or elative) the

following form is used:

aC1C2aC3

Or, using the model root

Note that words formed on this pattern-are diptotes.

B. The comparative is expressed by putting the adjective into the pattern

(..,1_1:j followed by (7:4

, ,

Damascus is an old city. .

,Damascus is older than Cairo. /0.,S0 1.1.J 1 ty3i r

* Note: The first person singular suffix may optionally be attached as follows:

43
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C. The comparative may also be expressed by one of the following patterns

in which the comparative form is preceded by and followed by the

noun in the genitive plural (definite or in construct with a definite

plural).

Compare:

e %-#.

The Azhar mosque is one of the oldest mosques in Cairo.
,

7c7c), tiJ I aso

This mosque is one of Chiro's oldest mosques.

3 4.; (."4 tali j.m.0.m,..1 jj0 ...)-tb

This church is one of the most beautiful churches in Beirut.

.0 V 0, e

J:144.; " ja ( C.M.1 Oje) ti4S413 :j3 c-15-X-1

Beirut and Damascus are among the most beautiful cities of the Middle East.

D. Superlative: There are three ways to express the superlative:

1. By the comparative form followed by the genitive singular

indefinite:

Cairo is the largest city in Egypt.

He is the best man.

,

(:ssb, 73700

2. By the comparative form followed by the genitive Aural definite:

e A '

*.

This is the oldest mosque in the city.

(lit: This is the oldest of the mosques in the city.)

3. By the noun and/or the comparative form agreeing in number, gender,

definiteness, and case.

Masculine superlative pattern ?aC1C2aC3

44
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Feminine superlative pattern:

Plural superlative pattern:

21,

Masculine plural superlative pattern:

Feminine plural superlative pattern:

Masculine dual superlative pattern:

Feminine dual superlative pattern:

C
1
uC

2
C
3
a

CluC2C3

He is the oldest boy in the school.

,,
; I I .1.4.1 5./b

4s%

?aC1C2aC3u:na

C1uC2C3aya:t

page 43

?a C C t:u31
ec
.41

1 2 3 .
C1uC2C3ay

Equivalent Patterns

e
1-..f) a0..I 0.9

She is the oldest girl in the school.

d..-104; qi 11.5;:ii 1:1*--"LtJ Ai
e

They are the oldest boys (children
in the school.

. -16.1 1 49, coil.) 1 )19 1 rte.
, ,

These forms may also be used without

He is the oldest.

They (dual) are the oldest.

She is the oldest.

They (fem. dual) are the oldest.

They (fem.) are the oldest.

He is the greatest.

She is the greatest.

They (m.pl.) are the best.

They (fem. dual) are the best.

.r.t) 5gb

.e."
J.O.1 , )1.01 :;_:51 rib

the nouns to which they refer.

1;45i1

tj 1.115 L"

ITA

c.,15.1 LI.ib

.,:3:911

E. No comparative can be formed from Herbal adjectives that denote

colors or deformities because they have the same form ?aC1C2aC3
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The boy is lame.

The flag is red.

page 44

7

DPI 4,:ji

1

To express comparison with these and other forms certain comparatives,

such as 1.:4) ('stronger'), ' ('more' ) ('better')

etc. Precede the corresponding abstract or verbal noun in the accusative

indefinite (called 'adverb of specification' or

redder ( stronger with respect to redness).

milder ( more as to mildness).

a better mind (better as to thinking)

7

4N.

F. An elative may also be formed from a verb. If the verb is transitive,

the object is preceded by the preposition J

He seeks knowledge more than you do.

,e

afr .5sb

,

The Muslim loves God more than himself. sall

Note: Derived verbal adjectives of the form which signify love or

hatred, take the object with J when they are used in an active

(direct) sense, as in the above two examples. But when they have the

passive (indirect) sense, they take the subject with C.e preposition

uji as in the following examples:

- - ,
1511! C.e..9jj

The believer is loved more by God than anyone. else.

I hate him more than her. / He is more hateful to me than she.

III. To express desire or wish there are two ways in which the verb

used:

A. The verb j1)1 ) plus the particle v1 followed by the

imperfect subjunctive:

He wanted to see the pyramid. FrI.J -Lib L-4y cjI ..)1)%
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Do you (f.s.) want to go to Cairo?

"6-1° Lsi 'Ati;

page 45

Note: The two verbs must agree in number and person if they refer to the same

subject.

B. Or, ) plus the masdar with direct object as the second

member of the resulting construct phrase:

. ,, - , ,, . ,
1) 1 ($ ...Lab 1....:::. J5 I

. 6:: _ua L-.4.4 ..1 /

He wanted to see the pyramid. / He wanted to see it.

A Lai 5J k.
1,

ti;

She wants to go to Cairo.

Note that if the verb is intransitive the derived masdar is definite

(not but, 6:,Lit...0 v

IV. Use of *Ley_i and j to express purpose.

4 is a one-letter particle which is prefixed to the following verb.

is used as a separate word and stands before the verb.

Both particles cause the verb to be in the subjunctive.

;J,Lii Lyir;L:

He went to Cairo in order to see the pyramid.

/UP;

She entered the house to ( in order to) eat the cake.

Purpose may also be expressed by he preposition 4 plus the masdar. The

masdar will thus be in the genicive case and the direct object (if the

verb is transitive) will be the second member of the resulting construct

phrase:

.°
.

"4: jjb 1--.2"ti 3)4 "-I j) "---"
He went to Cairo in order to seethe pyramid.
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She entered Cbahouse to eat the cake.

But if the vert is intransitive, its masdar must have the article.J1

He entered the mosque to pray.



UNIT IX

Grammatical Notes

I. The Five "Special" Nouns: In Arabic, there are five nouns which, when in

construct, end with the long vowel corresponding to the word's case:

Construct:

Genitive Accusative Nominative

1

f

5'11

Note: If the first

Meaning

brother

father

mouth

father-in-law

Absolute

possessor, owner of (used only in
construct)

person singular pronominal ending, (my), is used, the

word ends in regardless

father':

Examples:Examples:

This is her eldest brother.

I met her eldest brother.

The letter is from her eldest brother.

. I
:'my mouth

4r
'

II. Finally Weak Verbs.

of the case: 'My brother':

Finally weak verbs are of three types:

1. Those for which the final

In the impeffect.

Example: Lc

'my father-in-law': (4-4

;fS1 Lb,:0 ..kia
;45 Lb L..0 t:411

j:5 I

radical is ?alif in the perfect and wa:w

perfect imperfect "invite"

2. Those in which the final r4dical is ?alif maqsd:ra in the perfect and

(1), In-modern usage the word rs may be used as a regillar noun i.e. 6 04.9
etc... "his mouth", "my mouth".
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ya:? in the imperfect:

Example:

(Jr') perfect
0.

4.701e imperfect

page 48

3, Those in which the final radical is ya:? in the perfect and ?alif

macisu:ra in he imperfect:

Example:

perfect cr-s imperfect

Note the conjugation of these verbs compared with that of a regular Form I verb:

Imperfect Perfect Imperfect Perfect Pronoun

P .....

5.,S. ..L......
0

1...0 J
1 I v

t....1.5.: k:OZLi 5....tb

1 ' 4' /
ImS. *3:./ Co..C. J 5....: tl:ri 0--ab

..1..S. 3ZI IZO .6,0 J .t.....7..32; C:.....13
.0 .1

a e
°C.)7!.

i .
U? j k:A.,..51: ., e / /

0 / , V 0
Ci L1:1&' Gilf4:.) 1.9..& .1; I__z;;.;
7.

1461
ta:::; 1s '

".'
, , . . , '52:a: 19.5'4:.) "-A .1.--g i."---s. J '

0
4:.) .9--.C. ..1.---e

, ' . 1,
c.).9x -) t...vf ..

1 / 1 / ...
f::,.C. J 63-4;
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UNIT X

Grammatical Notes

. (..

I. .1
$
and its sisters 01 initially and after the verb qa:l "say".k..)

ti
Otherwise, it is . It is a function word used with assertions.

A. Case: The subject of 01 is in the accusative case. If it is

followed by a pronoun, that pronoun is considered to be in the accusative

although its ending vowel, o! course does not change. The predicate,

however, is in the nominative.

Followed by a noun: Pilgrimage is a (religious) duty.

Followed by a pronoun: It is a duty.

.
B. The particles having an effect similar to that of 01 (called the

. . .
'sisters of 01, _ 014t.1,1, 4..1 are:

t...)

71 I

P
indeed (adds emphasis),

that

perhaps

would that

but

because

as if

1. Compare:

He heard that the pilgrimage is a duty.
.

But,

He said that the pilgrimage is a duty.
I c) %

C. Use of c); and its 'sisters'.

The pattern for using these particles is as follows:

particle + subject ( in accusative + predicate (in nominative)

Examples:

0.1A

,

I I.
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(Indeed) the man is able to go on the pilgrimage.

Perhaps the boy is a student in the school.

. L,.; .411 J_,)
I learned that the pilgrimage is a duty.

. I

II. 6. 6 and its sisters. CIS is a special verb that is often used as a

past tense marker.

A. In contrast with v 1 , the verb :.:)15 like other verbs, has the subject

in the nominative and the predicate in the accusative. However, there

are a number of special verbs that belong to the same category as

(called 'sisters of c.) 6 _ v 6 L.:.13__.4.1

(1)

B. Use of and its

'.(1.

sisters:

to be

66

a verb used as non-past negation
often with verbless patterns

- to remain

- to last, continue

- to continue

- to become

1. The most common pattern for the use of the above verbs is as

follows: Verb + Subject (nominative) + predicate (accusative).

2. Examples:

The boy was small. jej)......0 4.11 v 6

This woman is not able to perform the pilgrimage.
4 e tZ 1 ./

56J I 0 ..Lib

1

(1) Note: The verb Ly..--.÷1 may also take a predicate which is preceded by the
preposition -; . It has no imperfect.

53
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The girl is still a student at the university.

3. Some sisters of cju may also be followed by a verb in the

imperfect tense:

Examples:

I became speechless.
(lit. I became I don't speak.)

He has learned to speak Arab!.c.
.t.$11-t

(lit. He became he speaks Arabic.)

Note: Although the two verbs are in two different tenses, they must refer to

the same person, gender and number.

III. Colors

The most common masculine feminine and plural forms for colors and defects

are as follows:

plural feminine masculine

model form)
-I-J-4-1-4

0)1 _,0
, 0

J----il

O I
, , , A

red 01.7,
..).--''..)--'

6..;
(.

ci

'

blue .! .

CUL)

.., 1. .
! fyellow 01L_-o 1

O ,

'' 1
7.---a-i"

°1.-ii. ..)---6'
green

brown ( dark ) 0 1 " 4.1fr 'v.."' )4"..".141.41

white
,.1

black 0

0

L.A.t°
c 1-2:::,- g, (..A.)--61

deaf L

C9--;
cl....4; t,--

A,_e__,crooked

blind s's °I':C
i - 1
up

LrAs'

Note: 1. Although the masculine of this form is identical to that of the

superlative-comparative form, their feminine and plural form differs.

54
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IV.

Compare:

superlative form

colors and defects

2. The masculine and

Finally Doubled Verbs:

page 53

plural feminine masculine
v c

(..).9.7"1") L.S.)!) )--1 I
C I

feminine of the above forms are diptotes.

The conjugation of such verbs as c.--> "go on pilgrimage" in which the

middle and final radicals are identical is as follows:

Active Participle

1.?

Imperfect

,

410

C7 I

P,,,

W
,

lw

-

Perfect

O S.

/ /

r

/

0 /
.

Generally, it will be noted from the above that whenever a closed syllable

occurs at the end of the root form in either the perfect or the imperfect, the

doubled letter is separated. In the perfect, this occurs with all forms of

the first and second person as well-as the third person feminine plural. In

the imperfect, this occurs only with the second (s.f.pl.) and third person

55
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Unit X

feminine plural.

V. Conditional sentences with

page 54

The verb governed by I:0 (if) is usually in the perfect. It will be

noted in the examples below that the past time is expressed by Ljt5 with

the imperfect.

i. ..1.3b I, ' 1'1

. ,ate 1 3 131

Lsn ;

If he goes to Mecca, he will see the Kaaba.

If he had gone, he would have seen the Kaaba.

56

Similar
non-past

time

Past time



I. The absolute object or

A. Formation :

UNIT XI

Grammatical Notes

L.;.1_1.1_1

The absolute object is the verbal noun (masdar) derived from the verb

in the accusative case. The typical pattern includes: Verb Absolute

Object - Modifier.

Examples:

He hit hard.
(lit. He hit an intense hitting.)

He fell fast asleep.
(lit. He slept fast .sleeping.)

Ahmad drank a great deal.
.14.2 I

(lit. Ahmed drank much drinking.)

! , e J ;I thahk you very much.
(lit. I thank you much thanking)

1)5z.s.

It should be noted that the verbal noun itself may be omitted in some

IBS t4,_j5,
patterns. e.g.

B. Usage and Meaning of the Absolute Object: It will also be noted from

the above examples that the absolute object is used to intensify and

add greater force to the meaning of the verb.

.

P

II. Use of (.10e---".

A. is an adverbial conjunction of place and is indeclinable, i.e.

B.

I

it always ends with a damma.

/ / 0*

Op.1.9.11

He arrived in Cairo where he would see the pyramids.

or,

,

4.1...2.. may be used initially to express cause.

Since he knew Arabic, he read the. Koran.\;; 14-6-1;j147;t;.;15041-.9

/ C. f 11.4 ,
Of-c." liJ I 1.5) I. 3.,03
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III. Use of 65/ Sand / Jo
S is a one-letter preposition that is connected with the following

noun and means "as" or "like". (see Unit VI Notes)

J.ois an adverbial particle and also means "as" or "like".

Both of these are followed by the noun in the genitive case.

Li has generally the same meaning as LI:1., but is used with verbs

unless followed by
C.)

I

has generally the same meaning as 0-1 , but is also used only

with verbs.

Note that .forms with LA introduce verbal clauses (e.k.-Us; / Li. / 1.45 / LI )

Examples:

With a verb: He went to Egypt like his friend did.

,

J

With a noun: He went to Egypt like his friend.

icdL,Jb j
$

with wl : He visited Egypt as well as Lebanon.

- , W ,

)11.) a_...J lad ya., 10.1

IV. Use of "to be able to"

-
w , .....

As with other verbs such as ..) 1.)1 and (.17.--21"to want",01a4imperfect:

it,.....6...L..:
..) may be followed by either "1 plus the imperfect(subjunctive)

, C.)

or by the masdar. Notice that the two verbs must agree in number and person.

Examples:

He was able to travel to Beirut.

We are able to /can/ see the cedar tr

e.

ItY1 -19:"J1
1 e

ee. .

58
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V. Negation plus exceptive particles: A common pattern in Arabic is the use

of an exceptive particle with a negated verb. The most common exceptive

particles used with this pattern are

than".

0
A. Use of ) --TA

NI "except", and jes/I_LA"other

I saw only Beirut.
(lit. I did not see other than Beirut.)

, .

None but Muslims go to Mecca. " -
(lit. Other than Muslims do not go to Mecca.) jes iiao (y1

,

I

B. Use of

He saw only Beirut.
,

(lit. He did not see except Beirut.)

j,JI LOA
. -

1

He will stay only in a hotel on the Mediterranean.
(lit. He does not stay except in a hotel on the Mediterranean.)

ti

c Note: When used with the negative, the noun after Iltakes whatever case

its place in the sentence requires (nominative, accusative, or genitive).

however, may also be used with sentences which are not negative, in

which case the noun following it must be in the accusative.

For example:

But,

4.

so
w W..

0-

1'1 .

)11 6"No one .but Mohammad came."

I .moo 1%11 .1)19(II

All the boys came except Mohammad.

59
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UNIT XII

Grammatical Notes

I. Use of L

The meaning of 1_, '35 is "all that" or "all what". Notice that this is

a construct phrase. Also, note that so far there are these uses of L_0

a. as a separate form of relative pianoun to connect clauses or

phrases.

b. L.41 a
;/'

as a part of conjunction to introduce verbal clauses:to / 14-13

/ d

etc.

c. L, as a negative particle.

d. as a question word.

Examples: (illustrating a. and d: -- For the rest see Units VI and VII

Notes.)
. ,

,
1

This is all that they have done.
615 J..; L Ds 1 ...._.

This is all (that) I have. i.S>1--- L jS 1 -1cb

1

What is this? I 1 ...1. sb L_,0

e. Note also some idioms with 1.....:

What (ever) God has willed. (An expression of admiration or anger
depending on intonation.) 41141,1,

Including
(lit. With what is in it.)

f. The word L may be combined with other particles.

Examples:

"of what" L

"about what" L j.r-Ic'

"for what, why" L

"like, as well as" to + 5
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the

II. Use of 0.1.% )--o.

This phrase means "he insisted on". It is followed by a noun, a masdar,

or a grammatical equivalent.

Examples:

or,

The student

9)co oip

insisted upon visiting the museum.

He insisted on his opinion.

He insisted on what he said. J 1..ja 101;

Y I', W ,C
The bride insisted that she should ride in the saloon cary9)A-11

or,
Lj9:11----"aii :31; / v9:1 LLJ ilV C..)1

The bride insisted upon riding in the saloon car.

III. The Passivej,,U
.0

In Arabic, unlike English, the doer does not occur with the passive form.

Note that even though each verb form has its own passive, Form VII is

not normally used in the passive because of its passive meaning. It is

the form used for passive in Egyptian colloquial.

A. Formation of the Passive.

1. The Egfect is characterized in all forms by damma on the first

and kasra on the penultimate letter:

IV

Active (3.m.s.)

oi

61

Passive

j
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Active Passive

-

Form V r (1)

VI
f

(2)

e

VII
:1 CO

VIII "listen" ,
-

X

Note that those forms which have suku:n on the second letter in the

active forms (Forms IV, VII, VIII and X) also have suku:n here in the passive.

Any letter other than the first, last, or penultimate which in the active takes

fatha will, in the passive, take damma. Similarly, the long vowel, a:, in

Forms III and VI of the active changes to the long vowel, u:, in the passive.

2. The imperfect in all forms is characterized by damma on the first

letter and fatha on the penultimate.

Active (3.m.s.) Passive

IV

V

VI

VIII

X

2

Note also that, in the passive, all other vowels, other than the first and

last, are either /a/, or, in the case of Forms III and VI long a: corresponding

to long a: in the active imperfect.

Examples:

The man wrote a letter.

(1), (2) These forms rarely occur in modern usage.
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The letter was written.

(Compare:

The boy smashed the window.

The window was smashed.

(Compare:

People hear the Koran every day.

OS a;fj_iii L;AJI

The Koran is heard every day.

63
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Passive Form
Form VII)

Active

Passive

Form VII)

Active

Passive



UNIT XIII

Grammatical Notes

ir
I. The comparative with verbal clauses.(1)

When using the comparative or superlative with verbs, the particle

must be used. The masdar or verbal noun can be substituted for L.), + imperfect.

Notice the word order.

Examples:

It is better for you to read than to listen/ tcD1 cj1

e j

It is better for us to eat than to drink. / *LP U / /4"1 Je-4"

IP (j1

II. Conditional Sentences using !!,1
60

If the conditional is expressed using ! ), then the verb in the

dependent clause is either in the perfect or in the jussive (imperfect).

The past time is expressed by the use of cj'IS. with the perfect (similar

.
conditional particles: 1.51 / ,J) in the main clause.

'

Examples:

If I enter the mosque, I will see the Imam. 1.141 ta,/6,1. J

If he goes to Egypt, he will visit Luxor. _c,79 rat l)

.1 . ***r 1._sb )11 tz. Lyn t.141-4) J (DI

Had she gone to Caior, she would have seen the pyramids.

(1) See further discussion of comparative in Unit VIII.
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.0(
III Use of L,aoland

The Form IV verb
1
means "to please or delight". The passive

c,

t...v--.01plus the preposition has the meaning "to be pleased by...

to like, or to admire."

Examples: (In English the equivalent pattern would be: The girl liked
the dress or, The Girl was pleased with the dress.)

Using the Active:
. ' .;-

The dress delighted the girl.

Passive:

The girl was delighted by the dress. .

g

Or, Or, with pronominal suffixes:

The dress delighted her. .

.

The girl was delighted by it. a.-s1 C:"-"-111

If the object is a person, the verb may denote like, admire or love.

The derived participle is often used in this sense.

Examples:

The student admires (or likes) the instructor.

All likes the girl.

65
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I. Use of the pattern

UNIT XIV

Grammatical NOtes

This phrase, which means "He did not see (any) reason to (or, for)...." is

followed by either c.).;1 plus the verb in the imperfect subjunctive or by the

defined masdar, a defined noun, a demonstrative, or a pronoun.

Examples:

/

With a verb: 1-*A-I c.)

With a masdar: . of bl 11 )5_, 0..1 L.5.1 "J

I did not see any reason to attend the lecture.

Note that while the masdar does not have the definite article it is defined

by virtue of being in construct with a defined noun.
$ ,

Wlth the demonstrative: 1,!_s1,) ,1

I did not see any reason for that.

. - -

II. Use of .

,.._Jb (1)

-.-:-.11
meaning, "he requested" may also be followed by either the

masdar (definite) or by plus s the imperfect subjunctive.

Examples:

1. With masdar: (). .A.' 1' .1 ,,,

e J 1 , .. e
rat, ),_......,...,11

i_

With subjunctive verb:
. 'i) j,,O 1..),J1 1.9.)_,c$_,..e 11 r,i_f,

He requested that they attend the lecture.

III. The Adverb of Manner (called ?alha:1

A. Introductory: The verb or the sentence may be modified by a word or

1 I JI(1) Similar verbs used with CA. ' He wanted to... C4, Jc

He insisted that c latoL.) j_o He ordered that.: 01J-11
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clause or a whole sentence to express the manner of action.

Examples:

I returned home walking.
(i.e. I walked back home.)

I came home running.

We returned home in a hurry.
4

The girl returned home in a hurry. . 0.11

B. Form:

As shown inthe examples above the adverb of manner

accusative form of

(1) A participle that must agree with the

4

I

(i LA'
.5 -?' .9

,

page 65

is the

doer in number

undefined

and gender.

(2) A clause that consists of the connective 3 "and" plus a subject

pronoun and its imperfect verb.

IV. The Negative Imperative.

The negative imperative is formed by placing the particle

second person jussive.

Examples:

Compare:

Do not write.

Do not go.

Do not walk.

Do not traveL (f. sing.)

Do not speak. (m. pl.)

Do not speak. (f. pl.)

Imperative
Negative

before the

Imperative

V. Use of ( ZL1) 4 J, )1It is necessary that... lit: There is no escape

for someone from....) In this phrase, the subject of the English sentence

comes after the inseparable preposition. This is usually followed by
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plus the verbal phrase (masdar or

Examples:

With subjunctive: 1.-31 L--gb -5e cp! a1 -1-f
,

page 66

LP 1LP plus subjunctive verb).

With masdar: _1_1411 ' J I .,141 I jy; &I 4 )1
u-

or,

or,

It is necessary that he should go to the city.

He has to go to the city.
/ 4

i j:
It is necessary that we listen to the professor's

lecture.

We have to listen to the professor's lecture.

VI. Use of 1_,:1 :1 (1)5 1._ "Either... or...."

(Sometimes written 3i . . . 12.1 ).

The first of these particles may be followed by either a noun, a pronoun,

or a verb. If followed by a noun or pronoun, the particle must t also

be used. The second is followed by either a verb of a negative verb particle.

Examples:

C or,

With a noun: (4.3--Le rj LA 1 0 a----4f 01

Either the man knew him or he did not know him.

With a pronoun:
If

r.1 1...4 y di,. 1-4,14

Either he knew him or he did not know him.

-

VII. Use of .1411_1, The Form III verb means "to claile, "to

demand back". The person (or thing) from whom the subject is demanding

a thing back is the direct object and' the thing being claimed is preceded

by the preposition.

(1) This pattern should be distinguished from i "1 "as to..."

(See Unit NI Note V).

68
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Thus, the sentence:

I asked Fatima to return the book. Expressed as:

L.. LI) L_b

or with pronouns:
.

I demanded it back from her. .

Note: This verb may be distinguished fromL01,:;1-6 "request" and

42-1.1 "ask... for..."

e /

VIII. Use of ILOA "bear a grudge against...."

He bore a grudge against MahmUd.

Muhammad bears a grudge against them.

69
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UNIT XV

Grammatical Notes

I. Use of
;

(See " -.6 and its sisters", Unit X)
t.)

II. Uses of

A. Uses of 1 . . .
013

1. Meaning: Whether...or..., No matter whether...or..., be it...or....

2. Usage q3--w as a connective is indeclinable and nunated (with

fatha). It is followed by either a verbless sentence of a verbal

(subject, verb, and direct object(Optionail) sentence.

Examples:

With a verbless sentence:

/ 2 /' / ,ec

US.1 .1. Lilcsra OLAD

Whether you have the price or not, you must buy the pastry.

o 4.

L)11 r.""j '""
Whether the Muslim is from Egypt or Iraq, he must go on the
pilgrimage to Mecca.

With a verbal sentence: / e
c a, V P.: fJ L.J51 g1.9,

1.54---

Whether you have eaten or not, you must buy the pastry.
- , I

L!, rt5 0. 1 4w )6 r6 3fe." .1-1P

Whether God gives (money) or not, you must bring the pastry.

B. Idioms: tfit vel,n1 1.1.1,10.1 It is the same to us whether

you eat or not. (lit: [It is the] same on us you eat or you do not

eat.)

C. 01.9_, as a substantive.

1. Meaning: equality, sameness.
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2. Examples:

Ahmed, Muhammad and Salim are equal.

They are the same/equal.

page 69

g

CJs

Note that, when used as a predicate, °I.,--,does not inflect for number

or gender.

III. Use of to pray.

The verb may be used as a transitive verb. In this case, the direct

object is the prayer being prayed. Usually the five prayers of the day

are referred to by the time of day in which they are performed.

Examples:

The people prayed the dawn (early morningEnayed).

Every day Muhammad says (prays) the noon prayer.
,

1.

o

Every day we say (pray)the evening (prayer).

.7-1.1.11 ...k..... - 19.:. t.P

ils/--1"-/- 1 .1";-; rj,; JS
1

The noun form 7351.__:; is often used with the verb.
1

(.5j

.... , 1 wg
...

He performed the dawn prayer. j->.U 1 ON.--.44 (.5.31

IV. Use of the elative (See also, Grammatical Notes, Unit VIII). The elative

(comparative or superlative) may be formed in one of two ways:

C
1. By putting the adjective into the form J of

7 lo re

pcamples: . ce Le b5L1 I I ast,

This book is more beautiful than the magazine. (beautifulje_.t.,. ).
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The boy is younger than the girl. .
AJ9J1

2. By using such elatives as (more) or 1 (less)

followed by a noun in the indefinite accusative. This noun

answers the question "more with respect to what?"

Examples:
'

aL:44J- I al! L. tin

The book is more beautiful (in color) than the magazine.
(Lit: The book is more with respect to color than the magazine.)

J__31

The boy is younger (Lit: less in age) than the girl.

114,__> A c....LJIalltb
.

This girl is more beautiful (Lit: more in beauty) than the other.

V. Patterns with
Cr

A. "He brought" is expressed by using the verb (he came) (3;1

plus the preposition The person to whom a thing is brought

is the direct object.

Examples:
. ,

He brought the book.
L. 11111 off''

or, He brought it. .
4. cl;

He brought it to me. ti-e

0 6

a:;) LO
He brought Mohammad the books. 1.1,

,,;
Ia L

He brought them to him. ( the books )

They brought him the books.

. ,A19. 11Compare: The boy came. -

The boy brought the book.
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Similarly: The boy came/arrived.

The boy brought the book.

B. The verb (512--.01 "to give" may take two direct objects. The person

page 71

I ,
...3.1.5.1

. ./.1;.11

to whom a thing is given is the first object and the thing being given

is the second.

Examples:

The instructor gave Muhammad the book.

Tomorrow, he will give him the book.

LUDi i2sl

4..0 Lai US.

If pronouns are used for both direct objects and the second one is

attached to the particle kelfplus the appropriate pronoun suffix.

He gave it to him.

Also, the preposition

whom the thing is given.

He gave Muhammad the book.

He gave him the book.
,/

Note: Antonym: .ii"take".i..0.:

. C

may be prefixed to the notn or pronoun to

- - .
. , .

. 14.111; L-mJI

VI. Expressing "beginning action"

The following verbs when followed by a verb in the imperfect, have the

meaning "to begin to...", "to start to...."

Examples:

He began to cry.

She began to write.

Mahmud and Mahfu:z began to walk to the restaurant.
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t:5J 5

Note: These "auxiliary" verbs have a different meaning when they function

as principal or transitive verbs.

Example:

She took the book. LS) I tz,

She began to write.

11


